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Abstract: Automated vehicles will soon be integrated into our current traffic system. This develop-
ment will lead to a novel mixed-traffic environment where connected and automated vehicles (CAVs)
will have to interact with other road users (ORU). To enable this interaction, external human–machine
interfaces (eHMIs) have been shown to have major benefits regarding the trust and acceptance of
CAVs in multiple studies. However, a harmonization of eHMI signals seems to be necessary since the
developed signals are extremely varied and sometimes even contradict each other. Therefore, the
present paper proposes guidelines for designing eHMI signals, taking into account important factors
such as how and in which situations a CAV needs to communicate with ORU. The authors propose
17 heuristics, the so-called eHMI-principles, as requirements for the safe and efficient use of eHMIs in
a systematic and application-oriented manner.

Keywords: interaction with automated vehicles; external human–machine interface; design of
communication signals for CAV; interaction of automated vehicles and other road users; guidelines
for eHMI

1. Introduction

The introduction of connected automated vehicles (CAVs) into our traffic system will
lead to a novel mixed-traffic environment where CAVs will coexist with other road users
(ORU) [1]. This mixed-traffic environment creates new challenges for CAVs since they
need the ability to interact with ORU in a safe and efficient way. Therefore, all traffic
participants need to build up a common understanding of the ability and intentions of
others [2]. Considering how humans interact in traffic environments, implicit and explicit
communication are two promising methods for designing interactions between CAVs and
ORU. Implicit communication needs to be interpreted by the receiver and often contains
no obvious information (e.g., vehicle movements). Furthermore, implicit information is
broadcast into the environment and is not directly addressed to one receiver. On the
other hand, explicit communication is directed to a particular traffic participant and can
involve different modalities (e.g., auditory, visual) to transfer further information (e.g.,
hand gestures and the use of turn indicators).

Research results in the fields of human–machine interaction and traffic psychology
reveal the great potential of external human–machine interfaces (eHMIs). These eHMIs
can play a significant role in enabling safe and efficient interactions between CAVs and
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ORU, as they will enhance the current forms of communication and compensate for deficits
in implicit communication, e.g., [3–5]. In the literature, a huge variety of different eHMI
designs have been proposed and tested in various traffic scenarios [6]. These concepts
differ in the number and modality (mostly visually) of signals, and in the directionality
(signal for only one receiver vs. broadcast for the environment) of the information, as well
as the taken perspective in which the messages are formulated (vehicle’s point of view: “I
am stopping”; pedestrian perspective: “You can cross the street”). Most of the empirical
studies found benefits of eHMI concepts in terms of comprehensibility, safety, efficiency, and
acceptability [7]. However, the variability in the eHMI concepts makes it hard to compare
and transfer results between the studies. When considering the interaction between CAVs
and ORU from a holistic point of view, a pure focus on explicit communication via eHMI
seems insufficient. Therefore, the importance of the interplay between eHMIs and the
vehicle’s movement patterns, the so-called dynamic HMI (dHMI, e.g., acceleration and
deceleration), should be highlighted.

2. Approval Aspects and Existing Guidelines

Currently, recommendations are organized as checklists or guidelines addressing
product developers in the automotive and supplier industry. However, a surprisingly low
number of design recommendations and legal requirements exist for eHMI signals.

In the USA, the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 108 regulates the installation
and properties of “automotive lighting systems, signaling, and reflective devices” [8].
Among other things, the regulation prescribes the colors of emitting lights for different
zones of the vehicle (e.g., white or amber is allowed in the front area of a vehicle). In
addition, FMVSS 108 requires new lighting systems to be installed away from existing
devices so that any confusion regarding light signals can be avoided. The UNECE document
R48, authoritative for many countries in Europe, Asia, and beyond, regulates the integration
of new external visual communication systems more restrictively [9]. In the current version,
additional visual communication systems are not permitted. However, the question of
whether and in what form CAVs should communicate with ORU has been discussed for
several years in different working groups (e.g., the “Taskforce on Autonomous Vehicle
Signaling Requirements”, set up by the UNECE [10]). While the discussions in this panel
proceed controversially, standardization institutes such as SAE and ISO have described
concrete aspects for future communication between CAVs and ORU.

With the “recommended practice” J3134, SAE International has proposed an “Auto-
mated Driving System Marker Lamp” that lights up in cyan [10]. The lamp should be
installed in the front area of the vehicle and light up permanently when automated driving
is activated.

The International Organization for Standardization is also publishing documents
that are to be understood as building blocks for future standardization. The Technical
Report ISO/TR 23049 (“Road Vehicles—Ergonomic aspects of external visual communica-
tion from automated vehicles to other road users”) analyzes communication patterns in
non-automated traffic and compiles design dimensions that need to be considered when
developing future eHMIs (e.g., communication of the driving mode, vehicle state, and vehi-
cle’s intention) [11]. Currently in preparation is the standard ISO/AWI PAS 23735 (“Road
vehicles—Ergonomic design guidance for external visual communication from automated
vehicles to other road users”), which deals with so-called design parameters for safe and
well-accepted communication between CAVs and ORU. Among other things, a distinction
is made as to which information should be transmitted on which communication media
and in which concrete design. It is planned for the document to also contain an extensive
list of traffic scenarios and use cases.

A harmonization of eHMI signals in a traffic system can play a major role regarding
the acceptance of CAVs and traffic safety while interacting with them. Only if eHMI signals
are consistent between vehicle manufacturers and traffic situations can ORU build up a
matching mental model of CAVs and understand their present and future behavior.
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3. Method for Deriving eHMI-Principles

Multiple approaches were followed to create the present list of eHMI-principles. As a
first approach, the authors evaluated the existing research papers and literature reviews in
the field of HMI and human factors for automated vehicles. Based on the research results,
eHMI-principles were derived iteratively. As another approach, focus groups with drivers
were conducted to discuss the need for, functionality, and design of eHMIs from a user’s
perspective. Finally, project partners identified open research questions and conducted
over 40 user studies and expert workshops gaining new insights on the topic of eHMI as a
main result of the German project @CITY-AF [12]. Over a period of 2 years, the authors
revised the eHMI-principles iteratively based on these two approaches in several expert
workshops.

4. Goal and Structure of the eHMI-Principles

Since guidelines for designing eHMI signals are still missing, the authors propose
17 heuristics, the so-called eHMI-principles, as requirements for the safe and efficient use
of eHMIs in a systematic and application-oriented manner.

However, the eHMI-principles neither claim to be normative in the sense of homolo-
gation guidelines nor are they intended as instructions for detailed product designs and
concrete design implementations. Rather, the eHMI-principles represent an application-
oriented catalogue of recommendations that can be used to support the development and
evaluation of eHMIs in a targeted manner.

The eHMI-principles are structured in two different sections covering the questions
“How should a CAV communicate?” (category A) and “In which situations should a CAV
communicate?” (category B). Accordingly, the eHMI-principles contain ten principles for
“category A” and seven principles for “category B”, each scientifically justified with an
explanation and a rationale, and illustrated with examples of good or bad implementations.
Finally, each eHMI-principle indicates open questions and areas for future research. Some
of the eHMI-principles focus only on the interaction of external communication through
eHMI, while others also take the more implicit communication through the vehicle’s
movement patterns (dHMI, e.g., acceleration and deceleration) into account; see [11]. The
numeration and order of the eHMI-principles have no hierarchal character and are not
based on each other. The principles are independent of each other and stand for themselves.

5. eHMI-Principles

The following section contains the eHMI-principles (see Table 1) starting with category
A (how should a CAV communicate?) followed by eHMI-principles in category B (in which
situation should an eHMI communicate).

Table 1. Overview of the eHMI-principles.

Principle
ID Name of Principle

A1 Clarity and unambiguity of used communication signals
A2 Side effects of communication
A3 Prosocial communication
A4 Consistency across different vehicle types
A5 Consistency of dHMI and eHMI
A6 Expectation conformity of dHMI communication signals
A7 Consideration of physical–psychological states
A8 Adaptivity to (traffic) environment
A9 Communication with passengers about the status of current external communication

A10 Changed intentions
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Table 1. Cont.

Principle
ID Name of Principle

B1 Identification of the automation level
B2 Communication of intent
B3 Mixed traffic
B4 Informal traffic rules
B5 Restricted communication via the dHMI
B6 Minimal-risk condition
B7 External communication with other automated systems

5.1. Category A—How Should a CAV Communicate?
5.1.1. Principle A1: Clarity and Unambiguity of Used Communication Signals

«All signals sent through dHMI and eHMI should be as clear, distinct, and unambigu-
ous as possible.»

Explanations: The signals sent by the CAV through dHMI and eHMI to ORU should
be as clear, distinct, and unambiguous as possible. Ideally, the signals are standardized
worldwide and uniform across manufacturers.

Rationale: The signals from the CAV must be clear and consistent. No ambiguous
or contradicting messages should be sent to avoid accidents, conflicts, and uncertainties
regarding the CAV’s behavior.

Example of effective implementation: A CAV signals that it is yielding to allow
pedestrians to cross before the CAV by slowing down and simultaneously showing a
pulsing light signal on a standardized light band in a fixed monotone color and frequency.

Example of ineffective implementation: An already stationary CAV uses a non-
uniform, manufacturer-specific light color and frequency on a light band to signalize
that it will yield for ORU.

Open questions and areas for research: There is a particular need for research on the
temporal coordination of dHMI and eHMI signals in different scenarios that contribute to
the efficient design of interactions. Various subject groups (e.g., children, older adults) and
their specific needs should be considered (e.g., different perspectives due to small body
size) as well as possible cultural differences in various countries.

References: [13–24].

5.1.2. Principle A2: Side Effects of Communication

«When communicating via an eHMI, possible negative effects on ORU should be
considered.»

Explanations: In order to exclude undesired or negative side effects, the explicit signals
communicated by the CAV should be evaluated with regards to their effect on ORU.

Rationale: Phenomena related to the human–machine interaction such as “over-trust”
and “controllability of automation failures” must be considered during the design of
eHMI signals. Likewise, a falsely created feeling of being addressed by the eHMI must be
prevented.

Example of effective implementation: A CAV communicates through a spatially
directed eHMI which of the surrounding road users are detected and are being addressed
by the eHMI signal.

Example of ineffective implementation: Non-addressed road users feel addressed by
the eHMI signals. This spurious feeling of being addressed can lead to misunderstandings,
uncertainty, and, ultimately, to accidents.

Open questions and areas for research: There is a particular need for research in
complex traffic scenarios with multiple road users being present. Furthermore, the influence
of learning aspects and long-term use on the behavior of road users in terms of “over-trust”
and “controllability of automation failures” should be investigated.

References: [20,25–29].
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5.1.3. Principle A3: Prosocial Communication

«Prosocial messages are to be sent to ORU via eHMI.»
Explanations: When determining the signals sent to ORU via eHMI, priority should

be given to prosocial messages (e.g., “I give priority to you”, “I am considerate of you”, “I
let you go first”, “Thank you kindly”).

Rationale: According to §1 (1) of the German Road Traffic Act (StVO), participation in
road traffic requires constant caution and the mutual consideration of road users. Ideally,
traffic participants behave in a way that helps each other share the traffic space, commu-
nicate, and act prosocially—this should also apply to communication via eHMIs. The
contagious effect of role models in road traffic has been known for a long time in traffic
psychology; see, e.g., [30]. Prosocial communication via an eHMI could serve as a role
model for ORU and thus encourage considerate behavior on the road.

Example of effective implementation: In an ambiguous situation on a parking lot, the
CAV communicates via eHMI that it will yield (e.g., when another vehicle is driving in re-
verse on a parking lot), allowing another vehicle to merge into its lane. The communication
of the vehicle’s intention via eHMI is visible for ORU and adds a benefit beyond the pure
dHMI (e.g., deceleration/yielding) by providing a prosocial reason for its behavior.

Example of ineffective implementation: The CAV does not communicate its prosocial
intention to let another vehicle merge into its lane on the eHMI. The yielding behavior
of the CAV creates an ambiguity because the ORU cannot grasp the vehicle’s prosocial
behavior.

Open questions and areas for research: The principle is also applicable for “reverse”
situations where CAVs benefit from the cooperative behaviors of ORU. In this case, the
CAV could express “thank you” as a dialog display, which is common in manual traffic,
e.g., via waving or smiling. However, the extent to which eHMIs can express gestures of
saying thank you and which communicative problems may be associated with this still
requires systematic analysis. Based on the current knowledge, it is advised to communicate
the intention of giving priority to others.

References: [30–32].

5.1.4. Principle A4: Consistency across Different Vehicle Types

«The basic characteristic (e.g., modalities, designs) of an eHMI should be consistent
across different vehicle types (e.g., bus, car, shuttles).»

Explanations: The eHMI signals of CAVs should be consistent across different vehicle
types.

Rationale: CAVs may differ in size and vehicle type, but to avoid potential accidents,
conflicts, and uncertainties, they should not differ in the basic characteristics of the eHMI
to enable a predictable environment and the development of consistent mental models by
ORU.

Example of effective implementation: CAVs of different types identically signal future
behaviors and intentions. Vehicle type-specific signals (e.g., for busses or shuttles) fit
consistently and without contradiction into other vehicle types’ existing communication
patterns.

Example of ineffective implementation: A conventional-sized CAV communicates its
intention to yield for ORU differently than a bus or shuttle.

Open questions and areas for research: There is a particular need for research in
complex traffic scenarios with multiple, simultaneously present CAVs of different types.
Additionally, the influence of possible vehicle type-specific signals (e.g., bus: departure at a
stop) should be investigated.

References: [22,33–35].

5.1.5. Principle A5: Consistency of dHMI and eHMI

«The signals communicated through an eHMI should be in line with dHMI signals.»
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Explanations: Vehicle signals communicated by dHMI (e.g., braking/accelerating)
shall not contradict eHMI signals.

Rationale: The communication of the CAV must be consistent and shall not send any
contradicting messages to avoid a feeling of uncertainty. In most scenarios, vehicle behavior
(dHMI) affects the behavior of ORU. Therefore, the eHMI output should be adapted to the
dHMI.

Example of effective implementation: A CAV signals through an eHMI its intention
to stop in order to give priority. At the same time, the vehicle gradually slows down in a
clearly perceptible manner.

Example of ineffective implementation: A CAV signals via the eHMI that it intends
to yield and give priority. However, the intention of the CAV is not indicated by its
approaching behavior (e.g., by showing an early braking behavior or lateral deviation from
the road center).

Open questions and areas for research: There is a particular need for research on the
synchronization of dHMI and eHMI signals in different scenarios. For example, an eHMI
signal, such as the intention to brake, could be displayed as an announcement before the
actual braking happens. The braking must occur in a narrow time span for vehicle behavior
to be considered as decision guidance. In the event of discrepancies, trust and perceived
safety will decrease.

References: [6,17,18,22,36–40].

5.1.6. Principle A6: Expectation Conformity of dHMI Communication Signals

«The dHMI signals of CAVs should be based on existing dHMI signals for manual
driving.»

Explanations: The signals communicated by CAVs through dHMI (e.g., braking/accelerating,
gap selection) should be oriented as closely as possible to the already established and famil-
iar dHMI signals (assuming established dHMI is in line with the respective law) in order to
avoid confusion/irritation and disruptions of established routines.

Rationale: According to §1 of the German Road Traffic Act (StVO), all road users should
behave in such a way that no one is endangered, harmed, hindered, or disturbed. Therefore,
CAVs must show predictable behavior, as disruptions of the usual interaction can otherwise
occur. Variations can be offered within an accepted range of expected behavior; for example,
through selectable automated driving style variants such as dynamic/defensive.

Example of effective implementation: When turning left with opposing traffic, a CAV
selects a gap acceptable to both the vehicle occupants and ORU. It neither waits too long
(thereby hindering traffic) nor chooses gaps that are too narrow, which would be perceived
as aggressive or risky.

Example of ineffective implementation: A CAV turns left sharply and at high speed
in front of approaching opposing traffic. From a technical viewpoint, the maneuver may
not be critical because the gaps for the calculated execution are large enough. However,
the fast turning is perceived as uncomfortable by the passengers of the vehicle, and the
opposing traffic is forced to brake as a precaution.

Open questions and areas for research: Using subject tests, accepted parameters for
specific (frequent) maneuvers can be determined. However, this is not possible for every
scenario in real traffic. The parameters could be validated, extended, and adjusted, for
example, by means of machine learning methods and real driving data.

References: [19,23,25,41–47].

5.1.7. Principle A7: Consideration of Physical–Psychological States

«The signals transmitted via eHMI should be designed in terms of sensory modality
and representation format to ensure safe and efficient communication between the system
and ORU.»

Explanations: In the event that an eHMI can output different sensory modalities
(e.g., visual and auditory) and/or different representation formats (e.g., linguistic vs.
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non-linguistic), the information format that allows for the most reliable transmission of
information shall be selected depending on the current physical–psychological state of the
communication partner. To ensure maximum consistency in the behavior of the eHMI,
switches between different modalities and representation formats should follow simple
and clear rules.

Rationale: The success of communication between a sender (in this case: the eHMI)
and a receiver (here: ORU) depends on the information receiver’s current psychological
and physiological state. If the person’s attention is not focused on the CAV but on other
objects, or if the person is in a state of intoxication or fatigue, different modalities may prove
to be differentially successful means of communication. Furthermore, it is known from
cognitive psychology that simultaneously occurring tasks that access the same processing
mechanisms (e.g., codes for processing linguistic information) result in poorer performance
than tasks that access different processing codes (e.g., for processing linguistic informa-
tion on the one hand and pictorial information on the other). Based on these insights,
multimodal eHMI concepts are to be developed in a way that ensures reliable and safe
information acquisition and processing.

Example of effective implementation: A connected and automated bus wants to inform
ORU about the departure at a bus stop. The system recognizes that the waiting people at
the bus stop are distracted by other activities. In addition to the visual signal, an acoustic
signal is emitted as well.

Example of ineffective implementation: The CAV’s detection system detects that a
guide dog and a visually impaired person are at the pedestrian crossing. By default, the
vehicle can only communicate visually, resulting in an impossible interaction with the
person.

Open questions and areas for research: It should be examined in detail under which
conditions an eHMI, which reacts differently depending on the situation, is perceived as
understandable and reliable.

References: [28,48–52].

5.1.8. Principle A8: Adaptivity to (Traffic) Environment

«The eHMI signal should be adapted to the prevailing environmental conditions.»
Explanations: The eHMI signal should be adapted to the environmental conditions that

are primarily determined by weather influences, time of day (e.g., brightness), infrastructure
(e.g., terrain), and traffic context (e.g., occlusions and noise level) in order to ensure that the
signal stands out from them and is always easily perceptible (ensuring the salience of the
signal).

Rationale: Regarding explicit communication, it is essential that signals are perceivable,
so ORU can be informed efficiently and safely. Adapting the eHMI signal to the respective
environmental conditions ensures that ORU are able to perceive the intended signal. This
can be supported by having redundant elements in the eHMI that guarantees that the
signal is perceptible from various angles.

Example of effective implementation: An eHMI light strip that is mounted 360◦

around the vehicle, adapting its luminosity to the prevailing environmental conditions and
is always visible regardless of the environment. The light strip adjusts its brightness during
nighttime to avoid dazzling ORU and increases its intensity during intense sunlight.

Example of ineffective implementation: The luminosity of the eHMI light strip does
not adapt to the ambient conditions making it hard for ORU to perceive information coming
from the eHMI light strip. Furthermore, the eHMI is only mounted on the front of the
vehicle, making it difficult to detect communication signals when a person stands at the
side of the vehicle.

Open questions and areas for research: The interaction between the eHMI and other
(visual) signals attached to the vehicle (such as turn signals and headlights) must be
validated through testing in lighting laboratories and in real-world traffic.

References: [46,53–55].
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5.1.9. Principle A9: Communication with Passengers about the Status of Current
External Communication

«Signals shared with ORU through eHMI should be visible and understandable to
passengers.»

Explanations: eHMI signals from CAVs should also be displayed for passengers inside
the vehicle.

Rationale: By providing feedback from the CAV regarding the signals sent through
eHMI, improved transparency regarding the behavior of the CAV can be achieved. This
improves the situational awareness of the passengers, reduces subjective uncertainty re-
garding the vehicle’s behavior, and enables a predictable environment with uniform mental
models among road users.

Example of effective implementation: The CAV signals via eHMI that it will yield for
an ORU. At the same time, this information is presented to the passengers inside the CAV.
Passengers can then understand the reason for the deceleration.

Example of ineffective implementation: The CAV signals via eHMI that it will yield
for an ORU. However, this information is not communicated to the passengers. Since the
reason for the deceleration is not immediately clear, passengers will feel uncertain and may
assume a possible malfunction of the CAV.

Open questions and areas for research: Novel, unobtrusive display and interaction
concepts for system feedback (modality, timing, and positioning) remain to be investigated.

References: [56–59].

5.1.10. Principle A10: Changed Intentions

«When the CAV communicates right of way/priority to ORU, it should not change its
intention or external message during the interaction.»

Explanations: After the CAV communicates the right of way to ORU, it should not
change its eHMI signal and should proceed with the communicated maneuver until the
ORU or the CAV have left the interaction zone.

Rationale: ORU perceive the signals of the CAV, rely on their accuracy, and perform
actions accordingly. A change in intention is either no longer perceived or it takes some
time after the awareness to process the changed intention and to adjust one’s reaction. This
can lead to reduced road safety and can negatively affect the trust in and acceptance of
CAVs.

Example of effective implementation: The CAV approaches a pedestrian, communi-
cates the intention to yield, and maintains this intention. The pedestrian then crosses the
road. After the road is clear, the CAV continues its journey.

Example of ineffective implementation: The CAV approaches a pedestrian and com-
municates its yielding intention. The pedestrian starts to cross the road. Meanwhile, the
CAV changes its intention due to a misperception and insists on having the right of way.
As a result, a critical situation arises.

Open questions and areas for research: Research is needed on the “controllability of
automation failures” and the behavior of human interaction participants in the case of a
change in intention of the CAV.

References: [17,18,59,60].

5.2. Category B—In Which Situation Should an eHMI Communicate?
5.2.1. Principle B1: Identification of the Automation Level

«If a CAV is driving at SAE level L3 (conditional driving automation) or higher, this
driving mode should be permanently communicated to the outside through an eHMI.»

Explanations: When a vehicle is moving at automation level L3 (SAE) or higher, the
person at the steering wheel is no longer responsible for the driving task, does not have
a constant monitoring function, and is therefore not available as an immediate commu-
nication person. This condition should be communicated to all ORU in the immediate
vicinity.
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Rational: The labeling of CAVs is desired by the majority of users (see references),
allows, if necessary, an adaptation of the behavior of ORU, as is possible with, e.g., driving
school vehicles, enables learning experiences with CAVs in mixed traffic, and avoids
possible unclear or conflict-prone situations if people at the driver’s seat, for example, turn
to driving-unrelated activities and this is perceived from the outside.

Example of effective implementation: An LED light strip is installed 360◦ around the
vehicle and is constantly lit when the vehicle is driving at L3 or higher (e.g., Autobahn
chauffeur). ORU can infer from this that this vehicle leaves larger gaps and refrains from
making sudden lane changes without prior announcement by flashing.

Example of ineffective implementation: The person behind the steering wheel of a
CAV (SAEL3 and above) is engaged with a smartphone and not monitoring the road scene.
Without eHMI, ORU do not know if this driver is distracted or if the vehicle is currently in
charge of the driving task.

Open questions and areas for research: There are various options for placing an eHMI,
e.g., as a signal visible from all sides. In addition to a 360◦ LED strip, a signal on the roof
would also be conceivable (e.g., as with taxis, driving schools, and emergency vehicles)
and/or coupled with acoustic signals in special situations such as parking. The design of
the signal should ideally not create any confusion with other signals, such as those from
emergency vehicles.

References: [21,34,35,46,61–70].

5.2.2. Principle B2: Communication of Intent

«The CAV should inform the environment via an eHMI about its intention and the
behavior it will exhibit in certain situations.»

Explanations: The vehicle should inform the environment in situations where it will
slow down, stop, grant priority, or start driving again via eHMI regarding its future
intention. This allows ORU in the traffic environment of the CAV to perceive, understand,
and adapt their behavior accordingly—without specific recommendations or instructions
being given. The communication of the CAV’s future intentions should be binding in this
regard.

Rationale: The early communication of the intentions of the CAV creates a high
sense of security for pedestrians and allows them to recognize the future behavior of the
vehicle. As they can adapt their behavior accordingly, the overall efficiency of traffic flow is
increased. Additionally, this prevents the vehicle from giving specific instructions to ORU.
Messages instructing ORU to a specific behavior should be avoided as they raise legal and
safety-related issues.

Example of effective implementation: A light signal in the front of the CAV informs
the environment of the intention to stop. ORU perceive this signal and can adapt their
behavior to the future trajectory of the CAV. They can rely on the information provided by
the eHMI signal and do not have to wait until the vehicle shows the announced driving
behavior.

Example of ineffective implementation: The CAV approaches ORU without informing
them about its future behavior. The ORU has to wait until the vehicle actually slows
down—e.g., communicates specifically through the dHMI.

Open questions and areas for research: Safety concerns need to be evaluated related to
the resumption of the driving task when approaching the crosswalk after communicating
with pedestrians via an eHMI. In addition, individual studies in the laboratory show
that eHMIs that instruct a specific behavior and thus communicate from an egocentric
perspective are understood more quickly and easily than those that provide information
about the future behavior of the CAV (allocentric perspective). These findings should be
verified in real-world traffic.

References: [4,6,17,18,20,22,34,40,69–76].
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5.2.3. Principle B3: Mixed Traffic

«As soon as a CAV is driving in mixed traffic, it should communicate with ORU via
eHMI (mixed traffic = automated and non-automated road users, e.g., drivers, cyclists).»

Explanations: In mixed traffic, interaction between automated and non-automated
road users is essential, and CAVs need to be able to communicate with ORU.

Rationale: The use of explicit communication by CAVs towards ORU becomes relevant
when the vehicle moves in or enters mixed traffic. In segregated CAV networks, the
use of explicit communication between CAVs would lead to efficiency losses because
communication between the automated agents in these areas can be taken over more
effectively and efficiently by other technologies (e.g., V2V communication interfaces).
Furthermore, the use of explicit communication by CAVs in fully segregated traffic areas
could negatively affect traffic safety, e.g., by distracting non-automated road users who are
in the vicinity of this area.

Example of effective implementation: By leaving a delimited lane for automated
road users and entering mixed traffic, the CAV will use the eHMI to communicate with
non-automated road users.

Example of ineffective implementation: The CAV does not communicate with ORU
through an eHMI in mixed traffic. Deadlocks can occur (e.g., in construction areas).

Open questions and areas for research: Open questions exist in the design of the HMIs
of CAVs in the transitions between mixed traffic and fully separated areas.

References: [17,18,40,46,72,75,77].

5.2.4. Principle B4: Informal Traffic Rules

«The CAV should communicate via the eHMI in traffic situations where informal rules
of interaction are predominant.»

Explanations: Regarding communication between road users, both formal and infor-
mal rules are applied. While formal rules stem from laws (e.g., the German StVO), informal
rules arise from the interaction of road users who want to optimize a certain system.

Rationale: Informal rules of interaction between road users are situation-specific and
are interpreted according to the characteristics of the situation. Due to the need for the
interpretation of communication signals in these situations, explicit communication can
promote mutual understanding, increase traffic efficiency, and ensure the satisfaction or
acceptance of road users.

Example of effective implementation: The CAV interacts with ORU at an equal,
unregulated bottleneck, using the eHMI in addition to the dHMI (e.g., braking of the
vehicle). The ORU recognize that the CAV is giving priority.

Example of ineffective implementation: The CAV interacts with ORU at an equal,
unstructured bottleneck by braking and stopping without using the eHMI. There is no
clarity about who should go first.

Open questions and areas for research: Open questions may relate to the influence of
other situational characteristics and other influencing factors, such as cultural variables.

References: [17,18,72,78–80].

5.2.5. Principle B5: Restricted Communication via the dHMI

«The CAV should communicate via the eHMI in scenarios in which communication
via the dHMI is not clearly possible.»

Explanations: Communication through the dHMI (in particular, driving dynamics
through acceleration and braking performed by the vehicle) can be limited or even im-
possible due to the driving environment conditions, especially at lower speeds. In these
situations, a CAV should communicate explicitly through the eHMI.

Rationale: Explicit communication positively influences the willingness to cooperate
and contributes to mutual understanding between road users in cooperative situations.
Cooperative behavior in road traffic can minimize individual and global costs (e.g., optimize
traffic flow) and contributes to fairness among road users. Especially at low speeds, it can
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be difficult for ORU to identify the intention of the CAV when only communicated by its
dHMI.

Example of effective implementation: The CAV drives in a low speed area such
as a shared space. Since communication by the dHMI is very limited here, the CAV
communicates its intention via dHMI and eHMI.

Example of ineffective implementation: In a “deadlock” situation, where all road users
have come to a standstill, the CAV does not communicate through the eHMI to resolve the
deadlock.

Open questions and areas for research: Open questions concern the offensive signals
emitted by the CAV and signals that increase the willingness to cooperate among all road
users.

References: [74,76,81–85].

5.2.6. Principle B6: Minimal-Risk Condition

«The CAV should communicate through the eHMI when performing a minimal-risk
maneuver.»

Explanations: A minimal-risk condition is defined as a stable, safe, or risk-minimizing
state of a CAV, which it enters when a certain journey cannot or should not be continued.
Through a minimal-risk maneuver, a CAV brings itself into a minimal-risk condition.

Rationale: In a minimal-risk condition, ORU should be informed and warned before
the CAV performs the maneuver. This helps to maintain road safety, especially when the
CAV performs unexpected maneuvers to achieve the minimal-risk condition. The means
of explicit communication can also contribute to calibrating the trust of ORU in the CAV.
Furthermore, explicit communication can support the identification of the intervention of a
technical supervisor.

Example of effective implementation: A CAV bringing itself into a minimal-risk
condition by exiting the lane and stopping on the emergency lane. During this maneuver,
the vehicle informs ORU through the eHMI. When stopping on the emergency lane, the
vehicle communicates its current state constantly to ORU.

Example of ineffective implementation: A CAV executes a minimal-risk maneuver
without informing ORU through eHMI.

Open questions and areas for research: Open questions refer to the design of explicit
signals during the implementation of a minimal-risk condition and the effects on road
safety as well as on the attitudes (especially trust and acceptance) of ORU.

Reference: [86,87].

5.2.7. Principle B7: External Communication with Other Automated Systems

«When a CAV communicates with other CAVs or the infrastructure, the eHMI should
serve as an additional source of information for the environment.»

Explanations: Communication between CAVs and/or infrastructure should be trans-
parent and visible through an eHMI. This is particularly important in situations where
ORU actively participate in traffic and are dependent on what was communicated between
the vehicles/infrastructure.

Rationale: For ORU to build adequate situational awareness, they should have access
to all possible information for predicting future system behavior. If the communication
between CAVs remains a “black box”, it can lead to safety-critical situations.

Example of effective implementation: Two CAVs are facing each other at a two-way
lane restriction. They communicate with each other to regulate priority. Pedestrians who
want to cross the street at the same point are informed through the eHMIs of the CAVs as
to which vehicle has priority. This allows ORU to predict the traffic situation and adjust
their behavior accordingly.

Example of ineffective implementation: Two CAVs are facing each other at a two-way
lane restriction. Although they communicate with each other to clarify who has priority,
the surrounding traffic is not informed. For pedestrians who want to cross the street at
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the same point, this communication remains invisible, and they must wait until the traffic
situation has been resolved.

Open questions and areas for research: The situation in which an eHMI communicates
in the sense of a broadcast with people in the environment who are not direct recipients
must be further examined.

References: [6,16,60].

6. Discussion

The eHMI-principles should support the development of eHMI communication strate-
gies by providing high-level design recommendations and a heuristic checklist for the
evaluation of eHMI communication strategies. However, a possible limitation of the
method used for creating the eHMI-principles is that they are based on German cultural
practices and norms. As a result, there is a high chance that the eHMI-principles are
picked selectively and lack consideration for cultural diversity. Therefore, the proposed
eHMI-principles may need some design adaptations when implemented in other countries.
Additionally, the proposed eHMI-principles might not enclose a comprehensive range
of accessibility considerations for users with impairments, disabilities, or special needs.
Individuals with visual/hearing impairments, cognitive disabilities, or motor disabilities
may require specific design adaptations. Moreover, all eHMI-principles must comply with
the road traffic laws of the respective country. There may be legal or safety reasons where
deviation from the original eHMI-principles is required. Furthermore, the eHMI-principles
do not claim to cover the topic of eHMI to the full extent nor are all principles transferable
to all kinds of traffic situations or countries. Quite the contrary, the eHMI-principles should
be updated and reviewed with growing research and evaluation in the field of eHMI.
Additionally, it may not always be useful to comply with all eHMI-principles at once, as
long as the developer reflects on the principles and considers them when designing an
eHMI.

Future research on the development of eHMI should use these principles as a basis
for designing safe and efficient interaction strategies while contributing new results and
principles to the existing collection. Furthermore, an evaluation of existing and upcoming
eHMI-principles regarding ethical issues should be conducted.

7. Conclusions

The proposed 17 eHMI-principles primarily aim to help practitioners design safe and
efficient eHMIs in an application-oriented manner. Thus, the principles are intended to
be used as a rather high-level checklist for a heuristic evaluation of eHMIs. The checklist
can help in both (1) evaluating existing eHMI solutions with regard to, e.g., non-intended
side effects, and (2) avoiding potential issues at early stages in the development process
of new eHMIs. The rather high degree of abstraction as “principles” was chosen to cover
a great variety, including potential future eHMI solutions even beyond passenger cars.
This decision, in turn, does not allow the specification of very detailed product design
aspects such as, e.g., colors or patterns of eHMI signals. The principles neither claim to be
normative in the sense of homologation guidelines nor are they intended as instructions
for detailed product designs and concrete design implementations. However, in addition
to their use as a heuristic checklist, the principles should stimulate scientific as well as
application-related discussions about eHMI guidelines and are therefore related to parallel
activities in, e.g., standardization institutions such as ISO and SAE.
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